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Following a two-day interruption, the two delega-
tions resumed face-to-face talks on Monday after
mediation efforts and an appeal by the UN envoy. Two
other working groups, spanning military, security and
political issues, also met yesterday but failed to make
any progress on the thorny issues facing them, sources
close to the two delegations said. Those issues include
implementing a UN Security Council resolution which
orders the Houthis to pull out of territory they occu-
pied in a 2014 offensive and surrender heavy arms
they captured.

The two delegations remained far apart as the rebels
demanded the formation of a consensus transitional
government to handle other issues and the delegation
of President Abedrabbo Mansour Hadi insisted he is the
legitimate head of state, the sources said. The Yemen
conflict pits the pro-Iranian Houthis and their allies loyal
to former president Ali Abdullah Saleh against forces
fighting to defend Hadi’s internationally recognized
government, supported by a Saudi-led Arab coalition.

Pro-government forces pushed the rebels out of five

southern provinces last year with air and ground sup-
port from the coalition. But the Houthis continue to
control the capital Sanaa as well as large parts of the
country’s north and west, and the Saudi-led coalition
has drawn strong criticism over heavy civilian casualties.
Ould Cheikh Ahmed warned on Monday that the con-
flict was at a critical juncture. “There is no doubt that we
are at a true crossroads. We are either moving towards
peace or going back to square one,” he said.

Hours after the talks resumed on Monday, Saudi air
defences intercepted a ballistic missile fired from
Yemen, the coalition said. Before that, coalition aircraft
hit a military base captured by rebels north of Sanaa,
killing at least 11, a military official said. Coalition
spokesman Ahmed Assiri told Egyptian Dream televi-
sion late Monday that if Kuwait peace talks fail “we will
storm the capital Sanaa and decide the battle in Yemen”
by military means. The talks follow two failed peace
attempts in June and December last year in Switzerland.
The Houthis exchanged prisoners with Saudi Arabia in
March after unprecedented talks mediated by tribes
along the frontier, where dozens have been killed in
cross-border shelling. — AFP 

Yemen foes agree major prisoner swap
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Subaih explained that violations involved 5,324 fami-
lies, including 1,283 Kuwaiti women who claimed to be
married to bedoons but their husbands turned out to
be Kuwaiti citizens, 1,479 women who claimed to be
unmarried, 492 citizens who were already receiving
social security, 389 citizens already getting allowances
for taking care of disabled people, 360 people working
in the public sector, 224 dead people who had been
getting KD 117 monthly, 105 who are working in the

private sector and others including non-Kuwaitis, senior
citizens who turned out to be below 20, divorced
women who had got married and business owners. She
added that the citizens involved would be summoned
for investigations.

Kuwait, which has a generous welfare system, spends
hundreds of millions of dinars a year on social aid to
low-income families. But since the sharp decline in the
price of oil, its main source of income, the state has
begun applying austerity measures aimed at cutting
spending and raising non-oil income.

30 housewives, ‘employer’ get jail over...
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Nizami’s lawyer told AFP last week that he would not
seek any pardon as it would require him to admit crimes he
was convicted of.

Jamaat has said the charges against Nizami are false and
aimed at eliminating the leadership of the party. Nizami
took over as party leader in 2000 and played a key role in
the victory of an Islamist-allied government in the 2001 gen-
eral election. The 1971 conflict, one of the bloodiest in world
history, led to the creation of an independent Bangladesh
from what was then East Pakistan.

Prosecutors said Nizami was responsible for setting up

the pro-Pakistani Al-Badr militia, which killed top writers,
doctors and journalists in the most gruesome chapter of the
war. Their bodies were found blindfolded with their hands
tied and dumped in a marsh on the outskirts of the capital.
The trial heard Nizami ordered the killings, designed to
“intellectually cripple” the fledgling nation.

He was convicted in Oct 2014 by the International
Crimes Tribunal, which was established in 2010 by Prime
Minister Sheikh Hasina’s government and has sentenced
more than a dozen opposition leaders for war crimes. Rights
groups say the trials fall short of global standards and lack
international oversight, while the government says they are
needed to heal the wounds of the conflict. — Agencies 

B’desh hangs top Islamist for war crimes
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Aramco has meanwhile begun work on a “world
class” maritime complex which would conservatively
create 80,000 direct and indirect jobs and have a $17-
billion impact on gross domestic product. The complex
in Ras Al-Khair - on the eastern coast - would provide
engineering, manufacturing and repair services for off-

shore rigs, commercial vessels and offshore service ves-
sels. It will be fully operational by 2021, Nasser said. The
company which has its own entrepreneurship center
also wants to create 200 small and medium-sized
enterprises as part of the Vision 2030. “This is a very
important program,” Nasser said. “There will be major
expansions in all aspects of Saudi Aramco,” he told
reporters. — AFP 

Aramco to expand as oil demand growing
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“I think it’s a very good thing, and I hope he does a
very good job because frankly that would be very, very
good. If he does a good job, and frankly if he does a
great job, that would be a terrific thing,” he added. But
the mayor declined to lend Trump his support. “I’ll be
backing the Democratic candidate - Hillary Clinton, who
I suspect it will be - and I hope that she trounces him,”
Khan told the BBC.

Khan, whose parents are Pakistani immigrants, is
London’s first Muslim mayor. “I want to go to America to
meet with and engage with American mayors,” he told
Time magazine. “If Donald Trump becomes the president
I’ll be stopped from going there by virtue of my faith,” he

said, adding he was confident “Donald Trump’s approach
to politics” would not win.

Khan doubled down on his criticism of Trump, even
after learning that the presumed Republican presiden-
tial candidate would probably exempt him from it.
“This isn’t just about me - it’s about my friends, my
family and everyone who comes from a background
similar to mine, anywhere in the world,” Khan said. He
added: “Donald Trump’s ignorant view of Islam could
make both of our countries less safe - it risks alienating
mainstream Muslims around the world and plays into
the hands of extremists. Donald Trump and those
around him think that Western liberal values are
incompatible with mainstream Islam. London has
proved him wrong.”  — Agencies 

Trump: London mayor exception...
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The Assembly also called on the government to
final ize its  priority issues to be debated in the
Assembly as MP Jamal Al-Omar strongly criticized
the government, saying he does not trust the gov-
ernment’s ability to perform. MPs also decided to
delay approving a probe into Kuwait Investment
Authority.

MPs, during the listless session, also passed a set
of recommendations they did not approve in the
previous session for a lack of quorum after debating
the impact of flying road gravel and criticizing the
ministry of public works. The recommendations call
on the ministry to use a new asphalt mix formulated
by a British lab after passing the necessary tests and
to halt the use of the previous materials in a bid to
eliminate flying gravel and save public funds.

They also call for strictly inspecting asphalt factories
dealing with the ministry to ensure they are qualified to
produce high quality materials. They lawmakers called
on the ministry to hold accountable those officials
responsible for the development of appropriate asphalt
mixes because they have failed to carry out their job.
They called on the ministry to submit a financial pro-
gram and a timetable for the repairs on the roads, pro-
vided it must be done as soon as possible to reduce the
negative impact on motorists.

The recommendations urged the ministry to guaran-
tee that the phenomenon will not be repeated after the
use of the materials found appropriate by the ministry.
Thy also called on the finance ministry to provide the
necessary funding for the repairs of the roads, along
with banning companies and contractors that caused
the problem from participating in future road projects
to prevent the reoccurrence of the problem.

MPs defer debate on oil strike...

DUBAI: A South African falconer in Dubai’s desert is
shaking up the ancient sport of falconry, marrying one
of Arabia’s most cherished customs with the cutting
edge world of drones and tiny cameras. Few foreigners
are accepted into this traditional realm, which served
as a means of survival in the barren wastes before the
era of abundant oil and glassy skyscrapers. But tour
operator and trainer Peter Bergh has honed his skills for
more than a decade, winning the trust of Dubai’s fal-
coning elite.

Bergh puts their flocks through an aerial “gym” he
has fine-tuned to give them a 21-century workout.
Chasing specially-modified quadcopters and remote
control planes painted to look like their turkey-sized
quarry, the peregrine falcons must snatch in their claws
blobs of feathery quail meat born aloft via rope by the
miniature flying machines. Teaming up with creators of
the rising sport of drone racing, Bergh tinkers with
aerodynamic bullet-shaped cameras and superfast air-

craft to give guests attending his tours a futuristic view
into the primal experience of being devoured.

“Over the years we’ve progressively changed the
cameras, gone smaller, adapted and modified aero-
planes to fit these cameras, and some of the footage
we’re achieving is radical and we can now put ourselves
in the prey’s perspective,” Bergh said. He and his team at
Royal Shaheen tours bristle at efforts, most recently by
the Dutch police, to put the beaked raptors to work tak-
ing down the flying machines, which they warn could
slice up and even decapitate the birds.

Operating from Dubai Desert Conservation Reserve’s
rolling dunes and gnarled trees, the group cling to the
educational uses of drones and seek to capture the
action for the sake of its beauty alone. “Filming it and
capturing the style, the flight the aggression, the move-
ment of the body of the birds - it’s fascinating. The tech-
nology of the cameras is improving every day, so the
future looks really bright,” Bergh added. — Reuters 

Falconer tweaks drones

to give prey’s eye view

Vehicles stop on the side of a road as a tornado rips through a residential area after touching down south of
Wynnewood, Oklahoma on Monday. The tornado touched down quickly and destroyed an unknown num-
ber of structures before a series of other twisters riddled the area. One person is confirmed dead. — AFP 


